MOVIE LIST

12 Monkeys

300

A League of Their Own

Airplane

Aladdin (2 Disc Special Edition)

Alien
Aliens (Special Edition)

Army of Darkness

Back To the Future (Complete Trilogy)

Band of Brothers

Batman Begins

Blade Runner

Blood Diamond

Bowling for Columbine

Casino Royale

Children of Men

Clerks

Clerks II
Close Encounters of the Third Kind

Cool Runnings

Crash

Donnie Darko

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind

Full Metal Jacket

Ghostbusters 1 & 2

Good Morning Vietnam

Good Night and Good Luck

Happy Gilmore

Happy Gilmore

Hotel Rwanda
In the Heat of the Night

Indiana Jones (the Complete DVD Movie Collection)

Inside Man

Jurassic Park

Letters from Iwo Jima

Life Is Beautiful

Little Miss Sunshine

Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels

Lucky # Slevin

Miyazaki’s Spirited Way

Munich

Office Space
Perfect Blue

Poltergeist

Predator

Raging Bull

Rambo (3 Disc Collector Set)

Reservoir Dogs

Rocky Anthology (Rocky I-Rocky V)

Schindler’s List

Shaun of the Dead

Sholay

Sin City

Spanglish
Tampopo

Taste of Cherry

Telladega Nights

Terminator 2

The Boondock Saints

The Brave Little Toaster

The Deer Hunter

The Exorcist

The Good Shepherd

The Good the Bad and The Ugly

The Great Escape

The Manchurian Candidate
The Pianist

The Prestige

The Shawshank Redemption

The Shining

The Terminator

The Texas Chain Saw Massacre

Toy Story

Toy Story 2

Wedding Crashers

Pirates of the Caribbean  The Curse of the Black Pearl
Pirates of the Caribbean  Dead man's Chest
Pirates of the Caribbean  At World's End
The Blind Side
127 Hours
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1
The Fighter
The King’s Speech
Harry Potter Years 1-6
Transformers Revenge of the Fallen
Transformers 1
Salt
Inception Origine
Fair Game
Precious
Date Night
Black Swan
The Social Network
Despicable Me
Up In the Air
Toy Story 3
Shutter Island
The Hangover
The Dark Knight

1.
Pirates of the Caribbean The Curse of the Black Pearl

2.
Pirates of the Caribbean Dead man's Chest

3.
Pirates of the Caribbean At World's End

4.
The Blind Side

5.
127 Hours
6.
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1

7.
The Fighter

8.
The King’s Speech

9.
Harry Potter Years 1-6

10.
Transformers Revenge of the Fallen

11.
Transformers 1

12.
Salt

13.
Inception Origine

14.
Fair Game
15. Precious

16. Date Night

17. Black Swan

18. The Social Network

19. Despicable Me

20. Up In the Air

21. Toy Story 3

22. Shutter Island

23. The Hangover

24.
The Dark Knight